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grason
Pirate

Posts: 19
From: Western U.S.A.
Registered: Nov 2000

 posted 28 June 2001 08:16 AM                

I listened to the replay of Father Malachi Martin and Major Ed Dames
from 11/15/96 this morning. Missed it the first time around.

Can't help but wonder if Major Dames' remote viewing of Satan, Art's
preoccupation with "shadow beings" & AntiChrist call in programs hasn't
got us all involved in the "middle plateau" place that Father Martin
warned us about.

Similar to Ian Punnett's guest last week offering bogus medical advice
which of course was "only entertainment" per Ian.

Not that I'm superstitious or any thing, but I surely know the difference
between being entertained, being put on, or being had.

Any comments ?

------------------
I am the master of my fate: I am the captain of my soul.

IP: Logged
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Linda
Buccaneer

Posts: 2425
From: The Ocean
State
Registered: Jun 2001

 posted 28 June 2001 12:02 PM             

Hi Grayson!!

I believe in following the father's advice about not engaging in any
activities that could "open the door". I've noted heated defense of
activities such as TM, Rv, etc., which makes me sad, because part of the
great deception is to let souls think their in control through their
discipline.

Best to stay close to God and not wander into areas we were told by Him
not to go ......

------------------
Linda in R.I.

[This message has been edited by Linda (edited 28 June 2001).]

IP: Logged

Fotograf
Buccaneer

Posts: 220
From: Seattle, WA
Registered: Jun 2001

 posted 28 June 2001 02:45 PM             

Ed Dames was attached to the military remote viewing unit for a while
but I wouldn't pay any attention to anything he says about RV or any
results he claims to have gained from it.

Dames constantly violates two of the critical aspects of the RV protocols.
First, the viewer is always supposed to be blind to the target. Someone
else selects it and gives it "coordinates." These are simply code
numbers. The viewer works with only these coordinates. This is done to
prevent any previous knowledge or beliefs the viewer may have about
the target from contaminating the viewing session. Dames routinely
selects his own targets, eg., Satan.

Secondly, most RV sessions are targeted at things where feedback can
be obtained later. This is so the viewer can find out how the degree to
which s/he was correct or incorrect. (It is not simply a matter of right or
wrong. For example, look at any picture. There are hundreds of details
you could mention in describing a picture to someone else. Is there a
house? Let's say there was and you said so. You are right on that. But
let's say you reported the house was white and it is really yellow. You
are wrong on that. Your degree of accurcy would be expressed as a
percentage.) When Dames RVs Satan we have absolutely no way to
determine if a single thing he says is accurate. There is no possibility for
feedback and we are left with comparing what he says to our individual
beleifs. THAT is not good science, good RVing or good religion.

Finally, RV is not mystical voodoo or the work of the devil or any other
such nonsense. It is simply a natural ability possessed by every human
being. We are all born with this ability just as we are all born with our
other senses, intellectual abilities and physical abilities. As with the
intellectual and physical abilities, most of us have an average amount of
RV ability, some have very little and some have a great deal. And, as
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with those other abilities, whatever RV skill each of us has must be
developed by practice.

Tom D.

IP: Logged

Linda
Buccaneer

Posts: 2425
From: The Ocean
State
Registered: Jun 2001

 posted 28 June 2001 05:38 PM             

Hello Tom!

I never said that RVing was the work of the devil; I said I believe that it
leaves the door open ...

------------------
Linda in R.I.

IP: Logged

DisneyFreak96
Swashbuckler

Posts: 1528
From: New Orleans
Square, Disneyland
Registered: May 2000

 posted 04 July 2001 03:17 PM                

Linda,

I believe it does too. Especially when practiced for self gain as some
certain people do.

Tom, I can also RV - I have the '6th Sense" like you wouldn't believe.
I've also opened that door, and been bitten. So yeah, once bitten-twice
shy!

------------------
signing off....
DisneyFreak96
"If we can dream it, we can do it."
Horizons Attraction, WDW(1983-1999)

IP: Logged

Linda
Buccaneer

Posts: 2425
From: The Ocean
State
Registered: Jun 2001

 posted 04 July 2001 04:43 PM             

WOW DF96!!! What happened? What were some of your sixth sense
experiences? I've had a couple of psychic intuitive experiences myself,
as I'm sure most people have.

BTW, did you know we have the same birthdate? 

------------------
Linda in R.I.
C.M.O.

IP: Logged
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